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 FROM THE EDITOR —Bruce Dyer       

H ave you ever wondered about the origin of the Flight Engineer? Who was the first? What is the earliest reference to the 
presence of a Flight Engineer on an aircraft? I have often thought about this and decided to research historical data in 

regards to these questions . My interest in this project was rekindled after receiving correspondence from Master Corporal, 
Scott Beeton, of 408 Squadron in Edmonton. Scott has been a Flight Engineer for four and a half years and is interested in do-
ing some research on the beginning of the Flight Engineer trade. He states, “I feel the current FE’s coming through do not know 
the history of our trade. Hopefully by showing them the quality of the men that they are following, it will encourage them to 
achieve the same degree of excellence”. 
     With this in mind, I have spent many hours searching and gathering material relating to this topic and would like to dedicate 
this issue of  Propwash to the Origin of the Flight Engineer. I have been very fortunate to have received some input for this arti-
cle from Mr. Thomas Kewin, a retired Flight Engineer who is presently living in California. He began his flying career in 1943 
flying for Pan American Airways on the China Clipper flying boats. His career spanned fourty years as an FE during which 
time he logged an impressive 31,000 hours. He is in the process of writing a book about his experiences and is being encouraged 
to do so by Mr. Reg. Davies who is the Curator of Air Transport at the Air & Space Museum in Washington, D.C. 
     Mr. Kewin stated, “I didn't become a Flight Engineer until 1943, so I don't go all the way back. At Pan American some of the 
early Flying Boats carried a mechanic (Flight Mechanic) such as the Sikorsky S40 and S42. There was no Flight Engineer sta-
tion as such. They stood between the pilots during take-off and landing and helped by setting power, leaning mixtures, and 
trimming the flight controls. To my knowledge, the first airplane with a separate instrument panel and controls was the Martin 
M130. (I made one trip to Honolulu on it) This was followed by the Boeing B314”.  
     Now, lets begin by addressing the question, “Why a Flight Engineer”?  
     I n the early days of aviation, airplanes were generally a lot smaller and far more basic in design and construction. Aircraft 
control systems too were fairly basic ... if the engine cut out ...well !!! 
     There were few passengers to worry about. In any case it was universally accepted that flying was a risky venture - passen-
gers were adventurers too and knew the risk they took. But machinery and electrical systems gradually became more complex, 
and in the post war period far more people were entrusting their lives to airplanes - particularly as the civilian market expanded. 
It became advisable to have an engineer on board to monitor various basic functions - and take responsibility for their mainte-
nance during a flight. Thus the need for a Flight Engineer was the solution.  
     The F/E took responsibility, for example, the airplanes air-conditioning system, its pressurization systems, electrical and hy-
draulic systems and rate of fuel usage. In fact many F/Es held pilots licenses. 
     Modern airliners are no less complicated today than in the days when the Comet first flew. In fact with the extensive use of 
electronic flight management and control systems - the so called 'fly by wire' technology - the complexity is being greatly in-
creased all the time. 
     However to counter these developments it should be noted that there have been vast improvements in mechanical and elec-
trical reliability. There has been much progress too in the development of fail-safe design (to which the Comet made a dramatic 
contribution) and much stricter safety standards are enforced by the industry's licensing authorities. 
     Such developments have diminished the necessity to carry an F/E. It is now the case that most modern airplanes are designed 
for, and easily capable of being operated by two man crews. 
     A notable exception to this, however, was the Concorde where the F/E was considered to be indispensable ... perhaps that 
tells us something of the complexity of the airplane itself.... Go back forty years in time and for 'Concorde' read 'Comet'! On 
reflection though perhaps it is a mistake to think of Concorde as a modern airplane! 
     Reliability is the key word, and once aircraft manufacturers and the airline operators were able to convince the Civil Avia-
tion Authority (CAA.), and US equivalent the FAA, that failure rates were extremely low, they introduced - then rapidly ex-
panded - two pilot flights across the North Atlantic. 
     This is a far cry from the days when such reliability could not taken for granted and the need for the F/E was more obvious. 
     Flight Engineers were, if anything, realists, but their days were numbered". BEA pointed the way as early as the 1960s when 
they sought, and obtained certification for three pilots as crew on Comet 4B’s. However in the world of experimental, develop-
ment and test-flying, things are very different! Long may it be so. 
     As a footnote, in 1994 it was reported that Lufthansa were to certify their new Boeing 747-400s for three pilot crew opera-
tion. Because of contractual obligations and union resistance, their F/Es could not be sacked. The plan therefore was to re-train 
Lufthansa F/Es as pilots. Full circle you might say! 
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trol system and seating arrangement of the Wright Flyer 3. 
     During this time, Charley Furnas was working for the Platt 
Iron Works, and was apparently not using the mechanic's skills 
that he had picked up in the Navy. He counted it as good fortune 
when he was laid off in January 1908 and almost immediately 
got a job with a machinist named Roos. Mr. Roos' shop was at 
Sprague and Third Street, within walking distance of the Wright 
bicycle shop at 1127 West Third. Charley began visiting in his 
spare time, offering to do odd jobs and repeatedly expressing his 
desire to learn to fly. The Wrights, caught in a time crunch, let 
him help Charley Taylor, even though they didn't have enough 
money to hire him full time. He received his first paycheck from 
the Wrights on April 11, 1908, probably paying him for over 100 
hours of part-time labor. The check was for $35 
     In 1908, $35 was a considerable sum, similar to being paid 
over a thousand dollars today. Charley was unmarried, he had no 
kids, and his living expenses were small. So a considerable por-
tion of that paycheck was "discretionary income" in Charley's 
eyes. What he decided to do with it would put him in the history 
books. 
     Orville arrived in Kitty Hawk with the Flyer 3 on April 25, 
The three of them — Will, Orv, and Charley — put the airplane 
together and laid out a launching rail over the next two weeks. 
(The Flyer 3 took off from a wooden rail, about 120 feet long). 
Orville took the first hop on May 6, the first time he had flown in 
over two years. He flew just 1008 feet in 22 seconds, and broke a 
piece on the undercarriage when he landed. The flights continued 
in this way for the next week — short hops, never longer than a 
few minutes in the air, often landing with minor damage to the 
Flyer. Occasionally, they would carry a bag of sand in the right 
seat (the passenger's seat) to simulate the weight of a second per-
son. Both Wilbur and Orville were obviously rusty from having 
not flown for so long, and they were completely unfamiliar with 
the new control system. Orville was beginning to get the hang of 
it after a few days, but Will often confused one control lever with 
another, rolling the wings when he meant to climb, or nosing it 
into the sand when he wanted to turn. By May 14, 1908, they had 
made 20 modestly successful flights and decided it was time to 
take a real passenger. They offered Charley Furnas the right seat. 
     Stop a minute to consider what was about to take place. In this 
day and age, we fly so often that we hardly think of it as exciting 
or dangerous. But what Charley was about to do was every bit as 
risky and rewarding as the first two-man space shots — the 
Voshkod and Gemini programs — of the early 1960s. In fact, 
given the circumstances, it was considerably more dangerous. 
Neither one of the pilots had the luxury of practicing on a simula-
tor, as the early astronauts did. Orville and Wilbur had accumu-
lated less than an hour's experience — combined — with the new 
control system on the Flyer. The motor was equally as untried, 
and had never before been used for a flight lasting more than a 
few minutes. If there was a major accident, the nearest profes-
sional medical help was in Elizabeth City, almost a day's travel 
by boat.  
     Also remember that Charley wasn't just a simple passenger, a 
living, breathing bag of sand. Will and Orv chose Charley for 
good reason. They needed his mechanical skills. The short flights 
made between May 6 and May 14 suggested that the engine 
might overheat if it was allowed to run a long time with two peo-
ple aboard, and it needed to be monitored. The Wrights would 
operate the airplane; Charley would operate the engine.  
Charley was asked to become the first Flight Engineer. 

Now back to the question;   
Who was the First Flight Engineer? 

The honour goes to a Mr. Charley Furnas. 
Charley was born Charles W. Furnas in West 
Milton, Miami County, Ohio in 1880. He 
joined the Navy in 1902, seeking training and 
experience with machinery. He got his wish, 
and served a four-year hitch as a mechanic's 
mate in the United States Navy. Charley re-
ceived an honorable discharge in 1906. 
      In 1902, the year that Charley joined the 
Navy, two Dayton brothers made a break-
through that would open up a whole new 
form of transportation. Wilbur and Orville Wright designed, 
built, and flew a glider at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, which for 
the first time allowed its pilot complete control over the direction 
of flight. 
      On September 8, 1905, the Wrights flew the first figure-8, 

making both right- and left-
hand turns in a single flight. 
By the end of November, they 
could fly over 24 miles, re-
maining aloft for a half an 
hour at a time, flying in any 
direction they wanted. The 
Wright Flyer 3 was the 
world's first practical airplane. 
     None of this was lost on 
Charley Furnas. Apparently 

he was one of the few Dayton area residents who noticed there 
was something extraordinary going on at Huffman Prairie, and 
made at least one trip on the Interurban to see for himself. On 
November 22, 1904, Wilbur Wright records in his diary that 
Charley was present for several short flights. 
     In late 1907, President Theodore Roosevelt had been apprised 
of the Wright experiments and had taken a personal interest in 
their airplane. He directed the Board of Ordnance to take an in-
terest, too. On December 23, 1907, they issued "Signal Corps 
Specification No. 486," advertising for a flying machine that 
could carry a pilot and a passenger for 125 miles at speeds up to 
40 miles per hour. Then, in the spring of 1908, a syndicate of 
French businessmen came together to manufacture and sell 
Wright airplanes in Europe, provided the Wrights could deliver 
and demonstrate a working aircraft. 
     Suddenly, the Wrights were shorthanded. The French wanted 
a flying demonstration by late spring, the Army by summer, 
barely enough time to build a single plane, let alone two. The 
Wrights found themselves in the position of a man who boasts "I 
can do that" just to get a job, then has to hurry up and figure out 
how to do it so as not to let his customers down. The Wrights had 
told the Board of Ordnance that they could build an airplane ca-
pable of carrying two people. But they had never flown with two 
people aboard — all their flights at Huffman Prairie had been 
solo. Additionally, they knew that their old engine hadn't enough 
power to push two people through the air, and that their old con-
trol system wouldn't work with two people on board in a sitting 
position. They needed a new engine and a new control system — 
and they needed to test them before any demonstration flights. 
They set their one and only mechanic, Charley Taylor, to build-
ing a 40-horsepower engine, while they began to modify the con-
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     Charley climbed into the right seat. Wilbur took the controls 
next to him. According to Wilbur's diary, the first flight of the 
day got off to a good start. They had flown about 800 feet and 
had been in the air less than half a minute when Wilbur made a 
mistake with the controls, nosing the plane over. He recovered in 
time to set it down gently, and the three hauled it back to the 
launching rail. 
     The next flight convinced the team that they had a true two-
man aircraft. Here's how Wilbur described it: 
"Orville and Chas. tried a flight together and after one false start, 
sailed away nicely. They passed around the West Hill, came 
north alongside the Little Hill by the sound, and back by way of 
the starting point. When about half way round the West Hill on 
the second lap, the heating of the engine bearing compelled them 
to land." 
     Wilbur and Charley later paced off the flight to determine 
exactly how far he and Orville had traveled. They estimated the 
flight covered 4506 yards (about 2-1/8 miles), traveling at a 
ground speed of about 33 miles per hour. They were in the air 
for 4 minutes and 2 seconds, and reached an altitude of about 30 
feet. 

Charley Furnas Aviation Firsts 
∗ First airplane passenger 
∗ First on-board Flight Engineer 
∗ First person (and one of the very few) to fly with both 

Wilbur and Orville Wright 
∗ Helped to develop and build the first military aircraft 
∗ First person hired in America by an aircraft-manufacturing 

firm (The Wright Cycle Company) expressly to build air-
planes. (Charley Taylor had been hired originally to build 
bicycles.) This makes Charley Furnas the first employee 
ever in the aerospace industry; an endeavor which has 
grown to become the largest sector of our economy and the 
largest industry in the world. 

     After 1908, there undoubtedly were many more instances of 
flights where an air mechanic or Flight Engineer was also part 
of the crew compliment?  One aircraft where mention is made of 
a Flight Engineer was on the Dornier Do X.  
     On July 12th, 1929 the most dramatic flying boat ever built 
was the giant Dornier Do X. When complete, the Do X was the 
largest, heaviest and most powerful aircraft in the world. 
     On October 21st, the plane took off carrying 169 people con-

sisting of 150 passen-
gers, 10 crew and 9 
stowaways,  Several 
cabins on the main deck 
held passengers com-
fortably on 32 double 
seats and two single 
seats, while the cockpit, 
captain's cabin, naviga-
tional office, engine 
control room and radio 

office could be found on the upper deck along with quarters for 
the 14 man crew.  
The hull had three floors. The top floor contained cockpit, crew 
cabins, radio operator and flight engineer control panel.  With 
12 engines, a lot of flight engineering was required. 
     It is interesting to note that the Japanese also had training 
courses for Flight Engineers in the beginning of the forties. In 

1940, a team at Aichi under Morishige Mori had begun work on 
a new flying boat, the "H9A". The purpose of this aircraft was 
unusual, possibly unique: it was specifically designed to train 
aircrew for the H8K Emily. The Aichi H9A was one of the few, 
maybe even the only, flying boats designed from the outset as a 

trainer.  
      The first of three prototypes 
performed its initial flight in Sep-
tember 1940. Initial trials revealed 
a number of problems that required 
correction. After the bugs were 
worked out, the machine proved 

highly satisfactory, and was put into production.  
     The H9A was a neat, clean machine, something along the 
lines of a scaled-down H6K Mavis, with fixed floats and a 
parasol wing, powered by twin Nakajima Kotobuki 41 radials 
with 529 kW (710 HP) each. The aircraft had dual controls, one 
set for the flight instructor and the other for a pilot trainee, and 
also carried a Flight Engineer, radio operator, observer, and up to 
three students. 

    So what is a Flight Engineer? 
The free encyclopedia, Wikipedia describes him as follows . . . 
     A Flight Engineer is a cockpit crewmember of an aircraft and 
is usually third in command of that aircraft. His or her responsi-
bility is the technical operation of the aircraft and includes every-
thing from fuel management to control of cabin temperature. The 
flight engineer monitors all electro-mechanical systems of the 
aircraft and insures that all systems are operating normally.  
Today, redundant computer systems have replaced the Flight 
Engineer and have brought the cost of operating and aircraft 
down considerably. 
     The following should further help to  establish the origin 
of the Flight Engineer; 
     The formal establishment of the aircrew category of Flight 
Engineer within the Royal Air Force was enshrined in Air Min-
istry Order A/190/41 dated 20 March 1941. This covered the 
‘provision of Flight Engineers for certain types of heavy bomber 
and flying boat aircraft’. 
     Originally, ‘Flight Engineers’ in the RAF can be traced back 
to the pre-World War 2 practice of flying boat squadrons of em-
ploying engine fitters and flight mechanics from their ground 
crew complements to assist in monitoring engine performance 
during (comparatively) long-distance flights and if necessary, to 
carry out engine repairs in the case of failure or shut-down. 
      It should be recalled that in the inter-war years, the range and 
duration of most aircraft was very short compared with modern 
standards and it was only the larger flying boats of the RAF’s 
Coastal Area and overseas squadrons that were able to carry out 
long-distance flying. Many of these flights were made into areas 
far removed from RAF bases, so that some provision for techni-
cal assistance had to be made for pilots and observers who com-
prised the aircrew of that period. In addition, the aircraft engines 
of the time were far from reliable. 
     There was one further aircrew category in the inter-war years, 
one which originated in World War 1— the Air Gunner. 
     During that conflict, as soon as flying became an established 
aspect of war and guns were carried by aircraft for both defensive 
and offensive purposes, the practice of using ground crew in the 
Royal Flying Corps as airborne gunners became widespread. No 
formal status was given to the volunteers who undertook these 

H9A 
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duties and they received no promotion or other enhancement. 
     Even before the outbreak of World War 1 there were pilots, 
and the well-known ‘Pair of Wings’ badge was formalized as 
their insignia in February 1913. The war was only one year old 
when Observers were recognized with the award of a ‘Half-
wing’ with the letter ‘O' at its lower end. This latter badge be-
came the pattern for all other categories of aircrew in due course. 
     The Air Gunner was eventually recognized, in turn, but not 
until 1923. At that time arm badges were authorized for both 
‘Aerial Gunners’ and Physical Training Instructors! The Gun-
ners arm badge was a winged bullet. Gunnery training — still for 
ground crew volunteers —was carried out at squadron level and 
on passing out an extra 3d per day was granted. plus 6d per day 
for each day spent on airborne operations. This state of affairs, 
whereby all gunners were in effect ‘part-time’ endured until 
1939. 
     The event which triggered off the requirements for additional 
air-crew categories was the decision to build heavy bombers in 
the mid-1930s. The first of the relevant specifications was 
B12/36 for the Short Stirling. This was followed almost immedi-
ately by P13/36 — the specification which initially produced the 
twin-engined progenitor of the Handley-Page Halifax and Avro 
Manchester. These two types were unsuccessful in themselves, 

but were developed into the 
four-engined Halifax and 
Lancaster respectively. 
     Obviously, these com-
paratively huge aircraft 
would require far more crew 
than the ‘heavy’ bombers of 
the 1930s (mainly biplanes) 
and more than the genera-
tion of bombers that were 
coming into service around 
this time, such as the Hand-
ley- Page Hampden, Arm-

strong-Whitworth Whitley and Vickers Wellington. collectively 
known as ‘medium’ bombers.   
     The immediate call was for more Air Gunners and in January 
1939 the concept of ‘part-time’ Air Gunners was abandoned. At 
the same time, the requirements of radio communications were 
recognized and the commitment for air gunnery training was 
passed to the wireless trades — leading to the establishment of a 
‘Wireless Operator/Air Gunner’ aircrew category. 
     A year later the initial meeting to discuss a further aircrew 
category was held at the Air Ministry. In the introductory re-
marks, the concept of Flight Engineering was expressed as fol-
lows: ‘It is also desirable, with a view to obtaining the best pos-
sible performance from engines, to have someone watch the en-
gine instruments ... it is proposed that this duty should be under-
taken by an additional member of the crew who would receive 
special training in the running of engines’. Additional duties for 
Flight Engineers were also discussed and it was envisaged that 
they would also be trained as Air Gunners. Although the intro-
duction of the new heavy bombers was a high priority in 1940, 
the German offensive in Europe which led to the fall of France 
and the evacuation from Dunkirk all influenced the pace of ex-
pansion of commands other than Fighter Command where top 
priority had, perforce, to be given. 
     It was not until March 1941 that the formal establishment of 

the Flight Engineer was enshrined in Air Ministry order 
A190/41. Even then the position was not entirely clarified. As 
early as December 1940 the question of a distinctive flying 
badge for Flight Engineers was raised within the Air Ministry. 
This would have been a simple modification of the single wing 
‘Air Gunner’ badge which was, in turn, based on the Observers 
badge. Flight Engineers were to undergo a three-week gunnery 
course as part of their training in order that they might take over 
a turret or gun if an Air Gunner were to be killed or wounded. It 
was decided, therefore, that the Air Gunners badge would be 
adopted for Flight Engineers. This decision is difficult to un-
derstand and it probably reflected entrenched opposition within 
Air Ministry to a breach of the ‘Pilot/Observer’ basic aircrew 
structure, with any other aircrew members regarded as part-time 
and auxiliary. 
     This outmoded concept could not possibly be allowed to con-
tinue and the whole of the aircrew structure within the RAF was 
changed by Air Ministry order A746/42.  While naturally retain-
ing the Pilot category, the Observer role was dropped.  The fol-
lowing categories of aircrew were then established: 
1) Navigator — with sub-categories of Navigator (B) 
(Bombing); Navigator (BW) (Bombing Wireless); Navigator 
(W) (Wireless); Navigator (Radio). 
2) Air Bomber (*see Note One). 
3) Wireless Operator (Air Gunner). 
4) Air Gunner—with sub-categories of Air Gunner (Wireless 
Operator Mechanic); Air Gunner (Flight Mechanic) (Primarily 
for Coastal Command Operations).  
5) Flight Engineer. 
     This reflects the concurrent decision to do away with a two-
pilot arrangement for heavy bombers.  This was regarded by that 
time as being wasteful — with heavy aircrew fatalities, the loss 
of two pilots was thought to be unacceptable. In smaller aircraft 
like the Wellington the Air Bomber became a second Pilot/
Pilot’s Mate and in larger aircraft the Flight Engineer would 
perform this function. 
     Distinctive badges for the new categories of aircrew were 
introduced in the latter part of 1942. 

Duties and Training 
     With the formal establishment of the Flight Engineer as a 
separate aircrew category, it required a clear definition of both 
responsibilities and the training required to perform them. These 
were enshrined in Air Ministry order A978/42 dated 15 August 
1942 and were as follows: 

Duties and Responsibilities 
1) To operate certain controls at the Engineers station and watch 
appropriate gauges as indicated in the relevant Air Publications. 
2) To act as Pilot’s Assistant (as required of Air Bombers — see 
above). 
3) To advise the captain of the aircraft as to the functioning of 
the engines and the fuel, oil and cooling systems, both before 
and during flight. 
4) To ensure effective liaison between the captain of the aircraft 
and the maintenance staff, by communicating to the latter such 
technical notes regarding the performance and maintenance of 
the aircraft in flight as may be required. 
5) To carry out practicable emergency repairs during flight. 
6) To act as stand-by Gunner.    

Training 
     It should be borne in mind that initially all Flight Engineers 

The faithful Short Stirling was one of 
the first multi-engined RAF bombers to 
employ a flight engineer. These were 
recruited mainly from riggers and fit-
ters often combining the trade of air 
gunner with that of engineer. 
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would be drawn from Fitters and Flight Mechanics. This concept 
was soon abandoned and direct entrants accepted. 
Selected candidates will be required to undergo the following 
training:     
1) The Junior NCO course, if appropriate.         
2) A course of approximately five weeks at an Initial Training 
Centre. 
3) A three-week course of Air Gunnery training. 
4) A course of technical instruction, which may include a course 
at the manufacturer’s works. For Fitters (Airframe), additional 
instruction in engines would be provided. 
     Broadly speaking, both Fitters and Mechanics were divided 
into ‘Engine’ and Airframe' categories with the Fitter having the 
superior trade status to the Mechanic. For the latter, an additional 
course would be taken to convert this status to Fitter. 
     This Air Ministry order also covered the question of Rank and 
Commissioning. To ensure that all aircrew received reasonable 
treatment from the enemy should they fall into their hands as 
prisoners-of-war, a minimum aircrew rank of Sergeant had been 
established. 
     A single commissioned post on each squadron or operational 
training unit would be established for an officer of the rank of 
Flight Lieutenant or below. 

Technical Training, RAF St Athan 
     A contract for the construction of an RAF Station at St Athan 
in Glamorgan Wales, was signed in 1937 and work commenced 
immediately. The first party of airmen arrived at the camp on 1 
September 1938. The initial unit to be based there was No. 4 
School of Technical Training (SoTT) which was tasked with the 
training of Flight Mechanics and Riggers as well as Drivers. 
     The initial trainees had come from No. 2 (Training) Wing at 
RAF Henlow from whence came a quantity of Ground Instruc-
tional Airframes including Harts/Furies, Fairy lllFs and Gordons, 
Avro 5O4Ks and some Blenheim Is. There was also a flight of 4 
Miles Magisters for air experience. The station was mobilized for 
war on 2 September 1939. 
     Other tenants of St Athan were Nos. 19 and 32 Maintenance 
Units, both of which were established during 1939. 
In June 1942 St Athan was chosen as the location for the training 
of Flight Engineers, and No. 4 SoTT as the training establish-
ment. This made sense in that the training of Engine Fitters and 
Mechanics had been underway for 3 years or more, but Flight 
Engineers then became the cuckoo in the nest and displaced both 
Fitters and Mechanics by September 1942. It must be remem-
bered, however, that there were already many Flight Engineers’ 
in operational flying duties with the Royal Air Force. 
     The Short Stirling entered service in August 1940 with No. 7 
Squadron and by February 1941 the squadron’s operational re-
cord book mentioned some Leading Aircraftmen (LAC’s) on 
crew lists as Engineers/AG. These were former Fitters who had 
been given training at Airframe/Engine Manufacturers on the 
type of aircraft/engine combination on which they were to serve. 
     For some time the training of Flight Engineers at St Athan 
was confined to former Fitters/Mechanics, but direct entrants 
were soon accepted. This partly reflected the vast numbers re-
quired due to the continuing expansion of the Royal Air Force, 
but also the need to retain, experienced groundcrew, so that not 
too many of the latter were lost to flying duties. 
     The first course at St Athan commenced on 30 May 1942 and 
comprised 60 trainees following a syllabus which had only been 

drawn up in April! The Initial 2 courses were of 3 weeks dura-
tion, the following 2 of 4 and 5 weeks duration and the fifth and 
subsequent courses took 6 weeks-the planned length. The num-
ber of personnel planned for each course was 100, but did fluc-
tuate from time to time. Some delays occurred in the Comple-
mentary Gunner School Courses, but this requirement was 
dropped in around mid-1943 and progress improved thereafter. 
     On arrival at St Athan, the current requirements for individ-
ual aircraft types were assessed and the course was split accord-
ingly, with training following on that specific type alone al-
though some general tuition was also given. 
     Air Ministry Order A707/42 dated 16 July 1 942 allowed 
direct entrants to be trained as Flight Engineers. Obviously, 
additional training would be required for those entrants and so a 
longer course of 24 weeks was established in1943 when the full 
impact of Direct Entrant Recruitment was felt. This led at times 
to an output of over 500 men in one week and a total population 
at No. 4 SoTT of over 5,000! This level of output was princi-
pally aimed at replacing the very heavy aircrew losses of 
Bomber Command, with Coastal Command requiring compara-
tively smaller numbers. From March 1943 onwards a new cus-
tomer was Transport Command, formed on the 25th of that 
month. 
     In addition, as the course of the war raged on, the ‘Second 
Front’ or invasion of Europe drew closer and it was anticipated 
that aircrew losses would increase dramatically in the months 
both before and after that momentous event. 
     Early in 1944 St Athan could not cope with the sheer volume 
of training required and the Engineers’ course was split into two, 
with the first 10 weeks being given to No. 5 SoTT at RAF Lock-
ing, and remainder at St Athan. The first course at Locking com-
menced on 17 February 1942 and the last finished in the winter 
of 1944/5 — possibly as early as November 1944. 
     By this time it was realized that D-Day losses were much less 
than had been feared. Another element in the reduction of Flight 
Engineer training requirements was the 1944 decision of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force to train its own Flight Engineers. 
     As the war moved to its close in the early months of 1945, 
the numbers at St Athan dwindled to almost zero but training did 
not entirely cease with the end of the war. By then. over 22,500 
Flight Engineers had graduated from the School and the Station 
and these had seen active duty on every front. 

POST-WAR TRAINING  
     In so far as the training of aircrew and more particularly 
Flight Engineers was concerned, the early post-war period was 
a poorly documented time and can be best viewed as a series of 
sometimes conflicting developments, for example: 
a) With the conclusion of the war the requirement for aircrew 
was vastly diminished. 
b) There was a concerted demand by most wartime Aircrew 
recruits for early demobilization. 
c) To run down the vastly expanded Air Force took time. 
d) The immediate world-wide post-war commitments of the 
services were certainly larger than in the early 1930s, before 
mobilization had begun. 
e) The air of euphoria of the immediate post-1945 period had 
begun to be eroded by the gradual realization that a ‘cold-war’ 
with the communist bloc could easily escalate into the real thing. 
Perhaps the earliest significant evidence of this was the blockade 
of Berlin in 1948 with its attendant successful airlift. 
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f) A certain amount of ‘pre-war thinking’ began to manifest it-
self at the higher echelons of the Services. There were many who 
regretted that the war could not be left to the Professionals’ 
alone and that full-scale conscription had been necessary. The 
sooner the Services returned to a proper’ peace-time footing with 
an all-volunteer complement, the better. National Service was a 
necessary evil in this period in the eyes of many. The pace of 
aeronautical progress at this time was enormous and the advent 
of the jet engine was bound to have an overwhelming influence 
on all aspects of flying.  
     The Berlin Airlift episode brought about a direct military 
aviation-not least on the next bomber generation which were 
quickly put on the drawing boards of the aircraft industry. 
     The outbreak of the Korean War was the catalyst which 
brought about a major re-think on the part of all the western bloc 
countries. Thus, from 1946 to 1950, the RAF’s aircrew require-
ments can be seen to fluctuate against a changing political and 
economic background. This period of austerity and dollar short-
ages also had its effect on what the Services could afford. 
     Training at St Athan continued, but on a small scale. Once 
again the emphasis returned to the training of serving Fitters 
while direct entrants were few and far between. A certain 
amount of refresher training was also provided for those who 
had left the Service at the end of the war and who now wished to 
rejoin for a peace-time flying career.  
     Contemporary with this period, a new structure was estab-
lished for all non-commissioned aircrew. Thus, a Warrant Offi-
cer would now be a Master Engineer, while an Engineer 1 would 
be equivalent to Flight Sergeant, Engineers 2, 3 and 4 covered 
Sergeant and Corporal ranks and the lowest of the low — the 
'Sprogs’ under training — were Aircrew Cadets. The simple title 
of Flight Engineer’ was actually declared obsolete in September 
1946. 
     Despite this, requirements for them were reflected in a grad-
ual increase in the training workload at St Athan in 1947. From 
that time on, prospective Engineers’ were type-trained, initially 
on the Avro Lancaster from 1947 to 1949, and then on the Avro 
Lincoln. 
     In 1948, however, with the immediate post-war fluctuations 
settling down, the Berlin Airlift episode brought about a re-think 
and by the end of that year a new direct entrant scheme was 
started. A separate squadron was established with No. 4 SoTT at 
St Athan to cover this training. The duration of the course was 
no less than 64 weeks and training was expanded to cover the 
basic systems of all contemporary large service aircraft. Some 
Avro Lincolns were operated from St Athan to give practical 
instruction in the air. 
     In 1950, the outbreak of the Korean War brought yet another 
expansion and 2 additional short courses were brought into being 
at St Athan. The first was for Regular Airmen (12 weeks) and 
the second for National Servicemen (1 8 weeks). For both 
courses, the Engineer’s brevet would be awarded at the end of 
the Operational Conversion Unit Course which followed imme-
diately the training at St Athan. The new non-commissioned 
aircrew structure was abandoned and all NCO aircrew attained 
the rank of Sergeant on being awarded their brevet. 

THE AIRCRAFT 
     The principal types on which Flight Engineers served were 
the four-engined heavies, initially bombers, which were intro-
duced in the early years of World War 2. 
     In Bomber Command the Short Stirling was followed by the 

Handley-Page Halifax and then by the Avro Lancaster. Ameri-
can aircraft obtained during the war included the Boeing Flying 
Fortress (in comparatively small numbers) and the Consolidated 
Liberator. 
     The latter 2 aircraft types also saw service with Coastal Com-
mand where the Short Sunderland was the principal aircraft for 
long-range patrol and anti-submarine work. The Consolidated 
Catalina was also used in this role and was the only twin-
engined aircraft to include a Flight Engineer among its crew 
complement. It is thought that some Flight Engineers served on 
the Avro Manchester, but only at Operational Training Unit 
level.  
     In 1943 Transport Command was established and in due 
course acquired its own fleet of four-engined aircraft. A mixture 
of transport versions of the Stirling and Halifax plus some Lib-
erators were later augmented by the Avro York—the dedicated’ 
transport version of the Lancaster, and its lesser modified ver-
sion, the Lancastrian. 
     After the war’s end, the mainstay of Bomber Command 
gradually became the Avro Lincoln and, pending the introduc-
tion of jet-bombers, the Boeing Super-fortress or Washington as 
it was known in British service.  
     While the Sunderland flying boat remained the most promi-
nent immediate post-war type in Coastal Command, the mari-
time version of the Avro Lancaster came into service and even-
tually the Avro Shackleton superseded them both. 
     The first post-war transport heavy’ was the Handley-Page 
Hastings, later to be joined by the Blackburn Beverley. 

THE JET AGE 
     The introduction of jet-propelled aircraft into the Royal Air 
Force from the late war years onwards was a fairly slow process, 
but there was little doubt that enormous changes in policies, 
tactics and aircraft/aircrew requirements would ensue. 
     Initial emphasis was placed on fighters but the jet-powered 
bomber was not that far behind. The English Electric Canberra 
came into service in 1951 and the days of the Avro Lincoln were 
soon over. The Canberra was, of course, at best a medium’ 
bomber although with vastly greater capability than the medium 
bombers of the 1930s-40s. Following along behind were the true 
‘heavies’ in the shapes of the Vickers Valiant, the Avro Vulcan 
and the Handley-Page Victor. It was at this stage that the future 
of Flight Engineers within Bomber Command came to a fairly 
abrupt end. 
     Luckily, a different story prevailed in other Commands. In 
Coastal Command the Shackleton was replaced by the Hawker-
Siddeley Nimrod which remains to this day the mainstay of the 
Maritime force of Strike Command. 
      In the transport role the Hastings and Beverley were in due 
course replaced by a few de Havilland Comets and rather more 
Bristol Britannias. Later came the Lockheed Hercules and Vick-
ers VC1O, and the Short Belfast which had a regrettably short 
career. Finally, the Lockheed Tristar came into service with  
216 Sq. 
     In the post-war era, flight re-fuelling also came into its own 
with Vickers Valiants, Handley-Page Victors, VC10s, Hercules 
and Tristars all participating in this part of the modern aviation 
scene. 
     Thus, at the present time, Flight Engineers may be found on 
the following aircraft types of today’s Royal Air Force: Hawker 
Siddeley Nimrod (Maritime Patrol); Lockheed Hercules 
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(Transport and tanker); Vickers VC10 Transport and tanker); 
Lockheed Tristar (Transport and tanker); Boeing E-3D (Airborne 
Early Warning). 
     It is difficult to see that when a requirement is tabulated to 
replace the existing Maritime and Transport aircraft, that the 
Flight Engineer will disappear from the Royal Air Force’s Air-
crew structure — whatever the airlines choose to do in civil avia-
tion. 

THE CESSATION OF TRAINING 
     In 1951 a decision was taken by the Royal Air Force that 
training of Flight Engineers at No. 4 SoTT would cease. I have 
been unable to find any Air Ministry order which covers this de-
cision and it would seem that it must have been taken below Air 
Council level, possibly jointly between Technical Training Com-
mand and Bomber Command.            
     Training of Flight Engineers was the only aircrew training 
performed by Technical Training Command and it was therefore 
something of an anomaly. Bomber Command was by far and 
away the biggest customer’ for St Athan and the advent of the jet 
bomber was, by 1951, well under way with a concomitant. 
     The timing of the cessation of training can be estimated fairly 
precisely by the fate of the only 2 aircraft used for in flight tuition 
at St Athan. Two Avro Lincolns — RF462 and RF 484 — were 
allocated to the St Athan Station Flight in July 1950. RF462 ar-
rived on 5 July and RF484 on 27 July. They were primarily used 
for the training of National Service Flight Engineers. On 4 Octo-
ber 1951, both Lincolns were transferred away from St Athan so 
the National Service element of centralized Flight Engineer 
training must have been concluded around that time. New 
courses arrived at St Athan every 6 weeks and a simple calcula-
tion reveals that the total number of NSA courses would have 
been around 10-12 with a complement of 12 trainees on each 
course. 
     Central training for regulars also ceased at around the same 
time. Bomber Command would have been ‘awash’ at this point 
with ‘spare’ Signalers/Gunners/Engineers and any residual re-
quirement for Engineers could have been easily satisfied from 
existing personnel. In Coastal and Transport Commands, both of 
which were much smaller than Bomber Command, any immedi-
ate requirements could be met from Ground crew Fitters and the 
training/conversion process could fairly easily be achieved within 
the individual Command, primarily at the operational conversion 
unit stage. This state of affairs was to last for another 9 years, 
before formal centralized training of Flight Engineers recom-
menced. By this time even the name had changed as, from the 
reduction in the need for Flight Engineers, early 1950s onwards, 
the term ‘Air Engineer’ had become common parlance. 
Note One: The Air Bomber category is of interest, as one of the 
duties incumbent upon it was to act as ‘Pilot’s Assistant, where 
there is no Flight Engineer, to the extent of being able to fly 
straight and level on a course.’ 
     Finally, I will take a few more lines of your time to illustrate 
another facet of Flight Engineering during the flying boat era of 
the early forties. As mentioned earlier, I was fortunate to have 
received a portion of a draft copy of a book that is being written 
by a Mr. Thomas Kewin who started his career as a Flight Engi-
neer when he was 20 years old. 
     In the beginning, the Flight Engineers were nothing more 
than airborne mechanics, but the advent of multi-engined aircraft 
demanded support for the pilots many tasks, and the Flight Engi-

neers station was created on the M130 and B314 for this pur-
pose.  
     Tom writes, “the position of Flight Engineer was developed 
at Pan American Airways to meet the needs of advancing tech-
nology in the early 40’s. Flight Engineers were originally drawn 
from the maintenance shops, but by 1939 the airline had started a 
more demanding program to train future engineers. An Aeronau-
tical Engineering degree was the first requirement, plus at least 
two years in the maintenance shops. An Aircraft and Engine Me-
chanics license was also required. Six months as Chief Mechanic 
at an overseas station was desirable. When a vacancy occurred, 
the applicant started training”. 

Training 
     Ground school 
was six days a 
week, eight to 
five, and it went 
on for five 
months. Qualifi-
cation on four 
aircraft types was 
required, the Mar-
tin M-130, the 
Boeing B314, the 
Consolidated 
PB2Y3R 

(Coronado) and the Martin PBM3A 
(Mariner). As the airline was on a cost 6% contract, candidates 
were given the best training available, and it was superb. They 
even brought in a Professor Metz from California Polytechnic 
Institute to teach a one-week course on the care and feeding of 
large, round aircraft power plants. The last day of the course was 
dedicated to engine operating procedures, troubleshooting and 
economical engine operation. Tom sates that “sixty years later, 
the phrase “Stoichiometrically correct fuel-air ratio” still makes 
my stomach churn”! Ground school was intense with many in-
structors from many parts of the airline. Most of them were 
Flight Engineers but there were some professional instructors as 
well. 
     Tom goes on to say, “The traditional role of the Flight Engi-
neer was that of an onboard mechanic and troubleshooter, but 
now we were also expected to be the experts on “Cruise Control” 
and “Howgozits”.  So for days we struggled to understand those 
complex charts the engine manufacturers produced to define 
Horsepower with RPM, Manifold Pressure, Fuel Flow, Tempera-
ture and Altitude, all of them twisted together on a graphic chart. 
It took days for us to finally grasp the significance of each vari-
able. The classes on aerodynamics were limited to discussions 
about our specific aircraft. I remember  Russ Gordon explaining 
the theory of “wing washing”. Upon leveling at the selected alti-
tude, the pilot accelerated to a speed slightly above the planned 
cruise speed. In theory, this higher speed would “wash” off some 
of the inherent drag from the wing surface and as the aircraft 
settled, produce a slightly higher airspeed. An alternate proce-
dure was to climb a few hundred feet than the desired altitude 
and “dive” back down. As one of our most valuable contributions 
was to be “troubleshooting”, we were expected to learn every 
aircraft system. We might be asked to draw a schematic of the 
generator-charging system from memory, or describe the proper 
way to adjust the idle-mixture strength on the engine”. 

Boeing B314A FE Station 
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    Tom tells of one inci-
dent that happened to fel-
low Flight Engineer,  Bill 
Lincoln. “I remember Bill 
talking about the problems 
with the “Jack & Heinz” 
starters on the PB2Y3’s. 
On one of his recent trips 
to Espiritu Santos, the 
engage solenoids had 
failed on two of the engine 
starters and there were no spares available. The starters had a 
“manual engage” lever, but on a seaplane it was awkward to use. 
So Bill strung long lengths of heave stainless steel “safety wire” 
from the engage levers at the engines to the top fuselage hatch. 
When he had the starter motor up to speed, he gave the signal to 
the other Engineer who pulled on the wire and the starter 
worked. He got the airplane all the way home with those wires 
flapping in the slipstream”. 
     The first productive trip that Tom made, was to Honolulu on 
the “China Clipper” in October of 1943, and it took over 22 
hours. The Flight Engineers station on board the aircraft was in 
the pylon that connected the wing to the fuselage, up a catwalk 
from the cockpit. A small window on each side gave a view of 
the bottom of the wings and engines. Instrument panels and en-
gine controls were scattered about and the seat was mounted on 
the main wing spar. The vibration and noise were unbelievable. 
In that environment, headsets were impractical, so a “Telegraph 
system” was installed. It consisted of a lever at the pilot’s station 
connected to a lever at the Engineers station. When the pilot 
wanted the Engineer to start engines he moved the lever to the 
“Start Engines” position, but the connecting cables were so long 
that the indication at the Engineers end might be something else. 
By flipping it back and forth the pilot could gain the Engineers 
attention well enough to give him hand signals of what he 
wanted. Tom states, “Sitting at the Engineers station, to my left 
were two five gallon glass water separators through which all the 
fuel flowed, and I sometimes though about the consequences of a 
crash . . . twenty difficult feet from the nearest exit and likely to 
be doused in gasoline”. On the Boeing B314A, the flight deck 
was huge, over nineteen feet long and gave one the feeling of 
being on the bridge of an ocean liner. The pilot’s station could be 
curtained off at night, allowing the rest of the flight deck to be 
well illuminated. At the rear of the flight deck was a small door 
on either side leading to the walkways in the wings, which lead to 
the back of all four engines. 
     At Pacific stations, the Flight Engineers split their time be-
tween flying assignments and aircraft maintenance work. After a 
day off after a trip, they picked up their toolboxes and did mainte-
nance work until the next flight assignment. Work on engines 
was done with the help of small platforms hung from the side of 
the engines, about fifteen feet above the water. Tom relates, “In 
the balmy Hawaiian climate, we usually wore shorts, sandals and 
a T-shirt. If a wrench or an engine part was dropped, you just 
followed it down into the water and grabbed it before it sank out 
of sight. You then climbed back up to the engine stand and got 
back to work. On a really warm day I might make four or five 
such retrievals”.  
    Due to the advances in avionics, the need for a “panel” Engi-
neer onboard large aircraft no longer exists. There are few air-

426 “THUNDERBIRD” Squadron Association 
Squadron Reunion 

JUNE — 7th, 8th and 9th, 2004 at 
The Quality Hotel, StCatherines, ON. 

For  426 Thunderbird Squadron,  
Including — 4(T)OTU  

and Transport Command friends 1942 – 2004 
and  Guests 

For further information, contact  
David Kuhn — Telephone # 519-836-4480 
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   or Peter M. Tutt — Telephone # 519-752-4015 
 

O n  w i n g s  o f  f i r e  

craft today that still have a Flight Engineers position. The era of 
the Flight Engineer as we have come to know it is now history. 
All the newer aircraft coming off assembly lines today have 
glass cockpits which incorporate digitally operated equipment 
that replaces the Flight Engineers panel. Because of these de-
velopments, there is no longer a need to carry a Flight Engineer 
or a Navigator.   
     Pilots now rely on navigational aids in the form of  INS 
(Inertial Navigation System) and GPS (Global Positioning Sys-
tem) to show them the way as they circumnavigate the globe.  
     With today's sophisticated onboard computers doing all the 
necessary calculations to assist the pilots in flying the modern 
day aircraft, there is absolutely no further need or justification 
for carrying Flight Engineers, Navigators or Radio Operators. 
However, strange as it may seem , some CAF aircraft still haul 
excess baggage on board in the form of a Navigator ? In view of 
the sophisticated navigational aids that are installed on most  
aircraft today, it puzzles me why these obsolete sextant jockeys 
are still in existence? It is interesting to note that the USAF does 
not have Flight Engineers or Navigators on their new C-17 
Globemaster III transport aircraft. They only carry  two pilots 
and a loadmaster.   
     But don’t fret, , Flight Engineers are not yet totally extinct,  
the  Space Shuttle vehicles still carry them on their flights 
through space! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

Boeing B-314A 

    What is the similarity between air traffic controllers and 
         pilots?   If a pilot screws up, the pilot dies;  

         if ATC screws up, the pilot dies. . . . . ! 
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Flight Engineer Hits 10,000 Hour Mark 
     19 WING COMOX – For someone who didn’t want to be a 

Flight Engineer, 10,000 hours is a 
long time to spend in the air.  
     But walking into a welcoming 
throng of friends and colleagues 
after reaching the remarkable mile-
stone, it was clear Master Warrant 
Officer Phil Cashman wouldn’t 

have had it any other way. 
     “It was the best thing that ever happened to me,” the 34-year 
veteran said after the historic flight aboard a 407 Squadron 
Aurora patrol aircraft. “I’ve gone everywhere in the world I 
wanted to go, and appreciated the people I’ve flown with im-

                     The Annual Aircrew Bash 
   The annual aircrew bash on 27 December was attended by 
sixty some people, a goodly number. There were a number of 
"other" aircrew but the numbers were predominately Flt. Eng's. 
It was comforting to see a few more serving members than in 
previous years, hopefully this trend will continue. Someone I 
was happy to see whom I hadn't seen for a while was Ron 
Hutton who broke away from Stirling for the afternoon. And it 
was also good to see Paul Gavel whose "leak detecting" busi-
ness is going great guns, and now Toronto is benefiting from his 
expertise. His business is the only one of its kind in Ontario. It 
was a good afternoon. 
   This "Bash" has been known traditionally a "Flight Engineer 
Bash" since the early 70's and the last few years, and a warm 
welcome has been given to all aircrew. This year it was adver-
tised as "The Aircrew Bash". Believing it to be a slip, I ques-
tioned it and was told - "anytime you want to organize it you can 
name it". With a name change, my feeling is that we are losing 
our identity. Goodness knows our identity is threatened enough 
due to evolution without having inside help. Anyone who feels I 
am wrong please let me know. 
     Geoff Brogden 

C - 1 1 9  —  M a n m a d e  G R E M L I N S !   
     An incident happened back in 1959 just after I had started 
flying on the boxcars. It was at the time that Training Com-
mand was moving from Trenton to Winnipeg. We had been 
tasked with hauling a load of filing cabinets containing per-
sonal files of people being transferred to Winnipeg. We were 
flying between Sault St.Marie and Thunderbay on a beauti-
ful sunny day when the Co-Pilots side window came open 
and a radio navigation book, that had been hanging on a 
hook by the window, flew out the window and into the open-
ing in the leading edge of the wing to the Carburetor and the 
Janitrol heaters. As soon as the book hit the Carburetor the 
engine stopped very quickly. With all of the filing cabinets on 
board it was decided to dump fuel. The fuel dumping system 
on the C119 consisted of a hose that would stretch from the 
long range tank connection in the forward ceiling of the aircraft 
and out the back door. We had another boxcar ahead of us on the 
same mission and now we had to broadcast to the world that we 
had to shut down an engine but not why. The crew in the other 
Boxcar kept asking for information but we were not going to 
divulge any secrets, a story best left for another time. We even-
tually landed in Houghton Michigan and I started taking the star-
board top of the engine apart to gain access to the paper. I got it 
all out of the Carburetor and everything back together and I was 
doing a run-up on the engine the following morning. Just after 
beginning the run-up I noticed the oil quantity gauge going down 
on the starboard engine. I shutdown the engine and when I 
checked there was oil all over the boom the landing gear and the 
brand new passenger terminal. The boxcar carried 54 gallons of 
oil per engine and even the small amount that was ejected made 
a mess. 
When we called back to Namao to get some advise they cor-
rectly diagnosed the problem as a sheared sump pump that 
pumped the oil from the engine sump back to the oil tank. They 
dispatched our friend Russ Sutherland in an expeditor with a 
new sump pump to fix our problem. It was discovered by Russ 
after he had removed the sheared pump that the people that had 
overhauled the engine had dropped a 12 point fibre locking nut 
in the oil sump and we suspected that when the engine made its 
sudden stop the nut jammed in the sump pump shearing the 
drive. Russ very quickly got us under way with all of our filing 
cabinets. Just to think if we had thrown the filing cabinets over-
board some poor airman would never have been paid.  
                           
 Cheers Mel Koll 

mensely.” 
     It could have turned out much differently for Cashman. Al-
though by 1977 he’d already served as a flying technician aboard 
the Twin Huey helicopter, he wasn’t sure what he wanted to do 
next. Then his supervisor changed his life forever. “He stopped 
me in the hallway and told me he’d put my re-muster in for 
Flight Engineer,” Cashman recalls. “I hadn’t asked for it. I said, 
‘I beg your pardon?’ He said he thought it would be good for 
me. ‘It’s too late, I’ve already done it’ he told me. So I just went 
with the flow.” 
     Canadian Forces career management has since taken a turn 
for the better, but the transfer helped Cashman fly around the 
world five times. He’s been to Moscow, St. Petersburg, Tbilisi, 
Peking, Hong Kong and Havana. He’s transported the Queen 
twice, and every recent governor-general save Adrienne Clark-
ston. Recently, he returned from a tour on Op Apollo in the Ara-
bian Gulf.  
     The aircraft that moved him most around the world, the Boe-
ing 707, remains Cashman’s favourite. He’s also flown Twin   
Otters in the North, the Hercules in Trenton on search and res-
cue, the Buffalo in both Trenton and Comox, and the Aurora. 
He’ll retire this summer, in his 35th year, flying the patrol air-
craft out of Comox.  
     “I’m going to miss those rainy days, when it’s miserable 
down here but you climb up out of the cloud and it’s bright and 
sunny,” said Cashman. “It’s a special thing. Only lucky people 
get to see that every day. That’s aircrew like us.” 
     Explaining the large turnout for Cashman’s milestone flight, 
19 Wing Commander Col. Randy Price said the achievement is a 
rare one. “It represents more than 400 days in the air, and a great 
deal of dedicated service, often far from home and family,” Price 
said. “By being here, as aviators to an aviator, we are acknowl-
edging that he has indeed reached a truly exceptional level.” 
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NEW EMAIL ADDRESS  
<jpmctn@yahoo.ca>  

J.P. Arseneault,  2 Condon Cres.,  
Lakeville, Westmorland Co., N.B.  E1H 1C7 

 
In June 2005, I’m planning a motorcycle trip to Whitehorse.  
If any FE’s have information on roads, accomodations, etc. . . 
it would be greatly appreciated. 
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F a l l e n  E a g l e s  

We extend our sincere condolences to the families and 
friends of these comrades who recently passed away. 

  MORLEY Jack  December 25, 2003.  
 

  MANICOM, Keith December 14, 2003. 

MANICOM, Keith Geake was a son of the late Ed-
ward and Edna (Crawford) Manicom. He was edu-
cated in Sarnia and took his Automobile Mechanical 
Training at Sarnia Tech. He joined the Royal Cana-
dian Air Force, spending 24 years as a flight engineer 
on both the west and east coasts and was a member of 
the VP International, attaining the Gold Pin for hav-
ing flown over 10,000 hours. His second career was 
in construction where he worked for 10 years as pro-
duction manager for Kent Homes in Debert. In 1985, 
he and two sons established KAL Construction from 
which he retired in 1992. He was a member of the 
Truro Gyro Club for 25 years and a past Governor of 
District VI, and also a member of the Truro Golden 
K. He dearly loved his cottage life at Sand Lake, An-
napolis Co., and Caribou River, Pictou. 

 
     For those who have sent their cheques in for the 2004 
Flight Engineers Reunion. The original plan was to open a 
bank account August 01, 2004. But since a number of 
cheques came in with December 2003 date on them, it was 
decided to open the account early enough to cover these 
cheques because the bank will only honor cheques dated up 
to 6 months prior to cashing. Ray will therefore open an  
account June 01, 2004. 

CANADIAN MILITARY FLIGHT ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
01 January 2003 to 31 December 2004 

 
 DATE   INCOME   EXPENSES   BALANCE 
 
 01 Jan 03   Balance forward (See December 31, 2002 Statement)    $17,745.49 
 31 Jan 03  212.12    1,002.08      16,955.53 
 29 Feb 03      2.10       150.06      16,807.57 
 31 Mar 03  234.11    1001.54      16,040.14 
 30 Apr 03      1.70    2,435.15      13,606.69 
 31 May 03  221.70           1.00     13,827.39 
 30 Jun 03      1.73           1.00     13,828.12 
 31 Jul 03      1.73           1.00     13,828.85 
 31 Aug 03  161.69       471.11      13,519.43 
 30 Sep 03      1.43           1.00     13,519.86 
 31 Oct 03  110.56         51.54      13,578.88 
 30 Nov 03        .55       477.85      13,101.58 
 31 Dec 03  290.54         25.04      13,367.08 
               1239.96     5618.37     
 Reconciliation: Balance as of January 01, 2003 — $17,745.49, plus $1,239.96, less $5,618.37 = $$13,367.08. 
 Note: All deposits & withdrawals agree with CS CO-OP. Monthly statements can be seen by any member upon request. 

 

  


